Packet A

1. In the early Heroes of Might And Magic games, this animal and its upgrades traditionally have a chance to blind any enemy that they attack.  A sequel to a game about one of these animals features two shitty default songs by Module, but allows the player to purchase the music of its prequel, a song that begins (*) “open your eyes, I see your eyes are open.”  A short film about one of these animals sees the protagonist get robbed of his kidneys by blue and pink versions of these animals once they reach Candy Mountain.  In a 2010 film, Jack McBrayer voices a carnie who awards one of these animals to a little girl after Gru blows up his game booth.  For 10 points, name these animals beloved by Agnes in Despicable Me.
ANSWER:  unicorns

2.  One episode of this show featured a character who is shot by a home intruder who believes that he called him a “piggy.”  A minor character on this show bites the penis off an Armenian businessman who earlier promises to build her a pool in the central location.  That character on this show is seen by men as a (*) sultry vixen and is the housekeeper Moira.  The female protagonist on this show is driven insane after being impregnated by a man in a latex suit.  Actors Taissa Farmiga and Jessica Lange will return for this show’s third season, which is centred on a coven of witches.  For 10 points, name this FX series whose first season saw the Harmon family move into a “murder house” inhabited by ghosts.
ANSWER:  American Horror Story [accept more specific answers involving murder houses, insane asylums or covens]

3. This single’s B-side was the song “Emotional Truth” and this song appeared before the title track on the album Mad Mad World.  In an episode of The Office, Michael repeatedly fails at singing this song while helping Holly move to her new job in Nashua.  This song’s bridge describes (*) “a distance between you and I/a misunderstanding once but not we look it in the eye” while earlier in this song, the singer mentions travels to “Mozambique and those Memphis nights/the Khyber Pass and Vancouver’s lights.”   This song’s chorus rhymes the title metaphor with the line “if you’re going my way.”  This song was covered by Rascal Flatts for the soundtrack to Cars.  For 10 points, name this 1991 song in which Tom Cochrane explains the title metaphor by singing “I want to ride it all night long.”
ANSWER:  “Life Is A Highway”

4.  One of these scenes occurs on a day for which its central character is given a red harmonica in the following scene.  Another of these scenes ends with its central character’s request to “stop wasting my time because to tell you the truth, I don’t give a shit.”  Occurring on 20, 30 and 40 year anniversaries of a certain event, these scenes each consist of five men asking the central character about something he considers (*) “a politician’s word so that young fellas like yourself can wear a suit and tie and have a job.”  The first two of these scenes sees the central character claim by “God’s honest truth” that he is “no longer a danger to society,” while the last of these scenes is the only one that does not end with the word “rejected” being stamped on the central character’s form.  For 10 points, name these scenes from a 1994 film that begin with the question “do you feel you’ve been rehabilitated?” being posed to Morgan Freeman’s character, who is trying to secure early release from jail.
ANSWER:  Red’s parole hearings in The Shawshank Redemption [accept anything demonstrating clear knowledge but prompt if they don’t give you a film title]

5.  This actress guest-starred as a leukemia sufferer whose father loses his eye in a body-harvesting lottery in the X-Files episode “Hell Money.”  This actress, who got her start playing Ami in the awful Rhea Perlman vehicle Pearl, is best known for a role in which she eventually becomes a Massachusetts TV judge.  A dream sequence on that show saw this actress notably (*) lock lips with Calista Flockhart.  In one episode, a character played by this actress tells her client that “just because you don’t understand [baseball] doesn’t mean that it’s not awesome” before he spoils a 3-2 Mets loss to the Reds.  That character played by this actress busts a dry cleaner that is a front for money laundering as an apprentice to that client for whom she previously served as a sober companion.  For 10 points, name this actress who played Ling Woo on Ally McBeal and currently plays Joan Watson on Elementary.
ANSWER:  Lucy Liu [or Liu Yu Ling, apparently]

6.  One song named for this location urges the listener to “party in the city where the heat is on” followed by the salutation “bienvenido a [this location].”  A band partially named for this location released the 1985 album Primitive Love, which includes a song asking the listener to succumb to “the rhythm of the island” with (*) “the sugar cane so sweet” and instructs the listener to “shake your body, baby, do the conga.”  A rapper from this city sampled Yolanda Be Cool’s “We No Speak Americano” in the song “Bon Bon” and also recorded the tracks “Live It Up,” “Dance Again” and “On The Floor” with Jennifer Lopez.  For 10 points, name this hometown of Pitbull that is also the namesake of a Gloria Estefan-fronted “Sound Machine.”
ANSWER:  Miami

7.  This is the location where the player can fight a Dirt Dragon to obtain the Magus Rod, while a painting of a character associated with this location always turns to face the player in Owzer’s Mansion.  One room in this location contains one switch that make a dog barking sound effect and another that turns off the lights in this location.  Those switches in this location are involved in a quest where the player must prevent a (*) heavy weight from being dropped on an ally by Ultros.  Earlier in that quest at this location, that ally must remember the lines “must I,” “I’m the darkness,” and “oh my hero” in a song where she impersonates the first title character of the work Maria And Draco.  For 10 points, name this location in Final Fantasy VI where Celes performs the “Aria Di Mezzo Caraterre.”
ANSWER:  the opera house in Final Fantasy VI

8.  This actor guest starred as Monty, an ex-boyfriend of Bryan who attempts to get Goldie as a surrogate, on an episode of The New Normal.  An internet video features this actor stripping for a blindfolded bride-to-be while in the guise of a living doll; that is a deleted scene from the film Magic Mike where this actor played the appropriately-named (*) Ken.  This actor guest-starred as a character who sings a mashup of “Hungry Like The Wolf” and “Rio” before bashing Blaine’s singing on Glee, where he guest-starred as Cooper Anderson. This actor played a character who steals the intersect and gives it to an employee of the Burbank Buy-More; that character is Bryce Larkin on Chuck.  For 10 points, name this actor that Huma assures me is fairly well-known for roles like his current one of Neal Caffrey on White Collar.
ANSWER:  Matt Bomer [accept “Mike Bomer,” but only from Huma]

9.  The video for one cover of this song includes a scene where violinist Lindsay Stirling plays violin alongside cellist Kevin Olusola inside an abandoned building.  That cover is by Olusola’s band, the Sing Off winners Pentatonix.  In one line, this song’s singer “raises [his] flags” and “dons [his] clothes” before noting that “it’s a (*) revolution I suppose.”  The video for this song features Lou Diamond Phillips as a villain whose 115-0 pit fighting champion is defeated by a pink teddy bear as Dan Reynolds sings “I’m waking up I feel it in my bones/enough to make my systems blow” and repeats “welcome to the new age.”  For 10 points, name this follow-up to “It’s Time,” a Top 5 hit in 2013 by Imagine Dragons.
ANSWER:  “Radioactive”

10.  In one scene, this episode’s antagonist calibrates a polygraph test by answering questions about which of a grey or black bar is longer and how he arrived at his present location. The final scene of this episode sees its antagonist encouraging its narrator to eat food so that he will not lose weight. That narrator of this episode is a military cryptographer who is put out of work when the antagonist’s (*) forcefield technology ends all war on earth.  A late scene in this episode sees Patty unsuccessfully try to stop Chambers from boarding a spaceship after she discovers the true purpose of the title Kanamit book.  For 10 points, name this episode of The Twilight Zone in which the title tome turns out to be an alien cookbook.
ANSWER:  “To Serve Man”

11.  In this film debut, this actor falsely claims that his father is a submarine commander in the role of Billy Crystal’s character’s son in City Slickers.  This actor plays a graduate student who tells his supervisor’s daughter that he believes that Sophie Germain is a faculty member at Stanford in one role, while another role has this actor play a (*) political cartoonist that decodes cryptic letters sent to the San Francisco Chronicle.  This actor who played Hal Dobbs in Proof starred in a movie where his character’s wife, the rodeo rider Lureen Newsome, asks Ennis Del Mar to bring his ashes to the title place where the two men worked as sheep herders and shared a romance.  For 10 points, name this man who played Robert Greysmith in Zodiac and stated “I wish I knew how to quit you” to Heath Ledger as Jack Twist in Brokeback Mountain.
ANSWER:  Jake Gyllenhaal

12.  In one episode of How I Met Your Mother, Ted starts dating the unnamed “Blah-Blah” after meeting her while playing this game.  One character on another TV show prefers playing “Hello Kitty Island Adventure” to this game.  That episode of that TV show features the conundrum “how do you kill that which has (*) no life,” a feat eventually performed when Stan’s use of the “sword of a thousand truths” allows Cartman to kill the antagonist with a hammer.  A man named Todd Zarnecki gets kicked in the junk by Penny on an episode of The Big Bang Theory after he steals Sheldon’s battle ostrich in this game.  For 10 points, name this game based on a real-time strategy game by Blizzard-Activision, an MMORPG set in the world of Azeroth.
ANSWER:  World Of Warcraft

13.  This is the second word in the title of a Miranda Cosgrove’s song where she sings that “my senses come alive almost like the puzzle piece I’ve been trying to find” while performing the title action.  This is the middle word in the title of a song that ends by asking “does this sound like a helicopter?” that I voted the 10th best song of 2012 in an hsquizbowl.org forum thread because of “the full-force (*) grunt every 10 seconds” that appears in it.  This abbreviation begins the title of a song whose line “put molly all in her champagne” got a Rick Ross concert cancelled at Carleton University in Ottawa.  A Kelly Clarkson song with this abbreviation in its title begins with the line “here’s the thing, we started off friends it was cool but it was all pretend” and notes that “I can breathe for first time” during the title period.  For 10 points, name this abbreviation in which a single letter is used to represent a second-person pronoun.
ANSWER:  The letter U (being used for the word “you”)

14.  One response to this work notes that a song referenced in this work derives from Michael Praetorius’ “La Bouree,” and that response to this work is followed by one whose speaker parenthetically notes that he has technically also performed the central action in this work.  The author of this work at one point tells the reader to withhold their “despairing moans/jubilant (*) cheers” and at one point references an incident where they were able to use a description of green curtains to  identify Hans Holbein the Younger’s The Ambassadors.  The central action of this work occurs because its author has “dropped the ball” during “a period of crucial professional development.”  For 10 points, “ding dong the witch is gone from the Canadian circuit” summarizes what essay in which a Waterloo quizbowler announces that VETO 2013 will be her last tournament?
ANSWER:  Jj Li’s Facebook post about quitting quizbowl [accept close equivalents]

15.  In a humourous appearance, this rapper mentions that “renting is for suckers right now” and instead recommends a thirty-year mortgage with a 4.2% interest rate.  This rapper was to originally appear on the Lady Gaga collaboration “Partynauseous” but that song was scrapped and became a song for this rapper that begins “I’m a (*) sinner who’s probably gonna sin again.”  This rapper describes “lunch with a few mai tais” that turns into “purple kisses on my tie” on a song that features a callout to a girl who’s “lookin’ so damn fly” by Robin Thicke.  This rapper’s best known song instructs “pour up,” “head shot,” “sit down,” “stand up” and mentions that girls dive into the title object “full of liquor.”  This rapper also features on A$AP Rocky’s “Fucking Problems,” where he states that “I’m [this rapper] a.k.a. a Benz is to me just a car.”  For 10 points, name this rapper behind the songs “Bitch Don’t Kill My Vibe” and “Swimming Pools (Drank).”
ANSWER:  Kendrick Lamar [or Kendrick Lamar Duckworth]

16.  A Twitter account for this character lists his location as Rosada, California and Zercon 5 and its last post mentions that he will be attending the 2011 San Diego Comic Con on Sunday.  This character’s first appearance sees him imply that a character is in an incestuous engagement while his second appearance sees characters build him a bride.  Frank successfully builds this character a baby despite his claim that (*) “Little Orphan Annie would appreciate if you would stop stealing her hairdo” which he followed with his trademark phrase.  For 10 points, name this insult comic robot that makes fun of contestants on Big Brother.
ANSWER:  Zingbot 3000

17.  One singer from this country released the 2011 Ennio Morricone collaboration Paradiso but is better known for her rendition of “Pokarekare Ana,” a folk song from this country. One singer from this singer mentions that “every day’s like talkin’ in your sleep/love is like a silhouette in dreams” in the song “Cameo Lover” from her album (*) Vows.   Another singer from this country became the first female artist since Tracy Bonham to hit #1 on Billboard’s Alternative charts thanks to a song that derides “gold teeth, Grey Goose, trippin’ in the bathroom” and claims that “we’re driving Cadillacs in our dreams.”  The aforementioned second singer from this country is best known for a 2011 collaboration with Gotye, “Somebody That I Used To Know.”  For 10 points, name this country, the home of Hayley Westenra, Lorde and Kimbra, the latter of which was born in Hamilton on its North Island.
ANSWER:  New Zealand

18.  This album includes a track about an object bought because “there’s a band in the bar that I’m dying to see” and is Big & Rich’s “Fake ID.”  A Hunter Hayes and Victoria Justice collaboration on this album begins with the line “I thought that dreams belonged to other men” and asks “how could we ask for more” than the title concept.  One Tree Hill’s Jana Kramer sings about a boy who (*) “sings off key” but notes that while “maybe he’s no Romeo/he’s my lovin’ one man show” on one track from this album.  This album’s title track is sung by Blake Shelton and encourages the listener to “kick off your Sunday shoes” and perform a certain action.  “Almost Paradise” and “Let’s Hear It For The Boy” appear on, for 10 points, what soundtrack to a 2011 movie remake starring Kenny Wormald and Julianne Hough?
ANSWER:  Footloose:  Music From The Motion Picture

19.  In the Pokemon TCG, this non-Electabuzz base-set pokemon with 70 HP was a key strategy for the “haymaker deck” and has two abilities that deal 20 and 40 flat damage, respectively.  According to Bulbapedia, this pokemon learns six increased priority moves via level up, the most of all pokemon in the game.  The japanese version of this pokemon is (*) named after Hiroyuki Ebihara.  In first generation games, this is the alphabetically-first pokemon that can be won by defeating Kiyo in Saffron City while in later games, this pokemon can be acquired by evolving a high-defense Tyrogue.  This pokemon’s counterpart is named after the star of Enter The Dragon and has elongated legs.  For 10 points, name this fighting pokemon that wears boxing gloves, the punching counterpart of Hitmonlee.
ANSWER:  Hitmonchan [accept “Ebiwalar” until “Ebihara” is mentioned, then prompt for an english name afterwards]

20.  He’s not in Devo, but this man’s album Something For Everybody that included a track dedicated to the “ladies and gentlemen of the class of ‘97” and included the title advice to “wear sunscreen.”  That album included Kym Mazelle’s cover of “Young Hearts Run Free,” which appeared in a film directed by this man as sung at a party by the (*) drag-queen companion of one title character, who meets the other title character after spying at her through a fishtank.  Another film directed by this man features The Police’s “Roxanne” performed as a tango after a prostitute abandons a writer who seduces her through the work “Spectacular Spectacular.”  This man’s most recent film was his second time directing Leonardo DeCaprio, who plays a character that tries to court the Carey Mulligan-played Daisy Buchanan.  For 10 points, name this director of Romeo + Juliet, Moulin Rouge, and 2013’s The Great Gatsby.
ANSWER: Baz Luhrmann

Packet B

21.  In one episode, this character gets snuck out of a hospital to attend a Kid Elrick concert.  This character discovers a love of art in the episode “Redemption Song,” where an image of another woman on a mural causes this character to be dumped by Hazel.  This character returns from Amsterdam in season 8 and proposes to (*) Trina.  This character states that “golf isn’t a sport” after failing to answer a question about Bobby Jones on an episode of “Whack Your Brain” in which another character gets covered in paint and feathers.  That character, Rick Murray, then shoots this character, paralyzing him from the waist down.  For 10 points, name this wheelchair-bound character from Degrassi:  The Next Generation played by Drake.
ANSWER:  Jimmy Brooks [accept either]

22.  This singer states that “I just wanna sit and stare at you” in her song Fall To Pieces.  This singer exclaims “so this is my fault?” after a drunk dog drives her car into a tree in the video for a song where she suggests the listener “put up a middle finger to the sky” after earlier claiming that “I’m the (*) motherfucking princess.”  An earlier song by this woman begins with the line “chill out, whatcha yelling for?” and states that “I see the way you’re acting like you’re somebody else gets me frustrated.”  That song appears on this singer’s album Let Go along with another song whose title character “was a boy, and she was a girl, can I make it anymore obvious?”  For 10 points, name this singer of “Complicated” and “Sk8er Boi”  who wed Nickelback’s Chad Kroeger in 2013.
ANSWER:  Avril Lavigne

23.  This person gets knocked out by Seth Meyers in a church in a Weekend Update segment where he nearly marries Stefon.  This man was succeeded by Ahmad Rashad as the host of a show whose first season saw Steven Cowles unmask Kathryn Price as the title saboteur (*). Amy Winehouse’s family was featured on the first episode of this man’s talk show that features a “Blogger Of The Day” and begins with a segment called “The First 15.” This man hosts a program with features like “The Ridiculist” and a namesake bulletin reported by CNN international anchor Isha Sesay.  For 10 points, name this original host of the American version of The Mole and current host of a CNN program, his namesake “360.”
ANSWER:  Anderson Cooper

24. One of these songs titled “V” takes its melody from the first movement of Vivaldi’s Winter.  A Patrick Victorio cover of Ricky Martin’s “La Copa De La Vida” and a cover of Britney Spears’ “Toxic” by Helen are examples of these songs that include one based on a traditional song about blooming (*) cherry blossoms; that song is RevenG’s cover of  “Sakura.”  A more well-known one of these songs is about a figure that is “green black and blue/making colours in the sky” and is Smile.dk’s “Butterfly.”  MAX 300 and Paranoia Survivor Max Oni are difficult examples of these songs that are 10-foot difficulty on hard and oni modes, respectively.  For 10 points, name these songs from a certain video game series where players step on scrolling arrows.
ANSWER:  Songs from Dance Dance Revolution

25. A guitarist with this surname released the 1980 solo album Let The Music Do The Talking while his 2005 self-titled solo album snagged him a Grammy nomination for the instrumental track “Mercy.”  A singer with this surname is engaged to actress Sara Gilbert and mentioned that “25 years and my life is still trying to get up that (*) great big hill of hope” in the 1993 song “What’s Up?”  A singer with this surname repeats the phrase “you shoulda been gone” about a girl who instead “holds on holds on” in his song “Oh Sherrie.”  That singer with this surname is better known for a band in which he sang songs like “Open Arms” and one about a “small town girl living in a lonely world.”  For 10 points, give his surname shared by Aerosmith guitarist Joe, 4 Non-Blondes frontwoman Linda, and Journey frontman Steve.
ANSWER:  Perry

26.  The chorus of this song is sampled from the 2010 song “Booty Bounce.”  The video for this song begins by showing a to-do list with tasks like “Grab CHAMPAGNE” and “Get STICKERS & POSTERS.”  The singer of this song requests “get those (*) bottles popping we get that drip and that drop” and later claims that he makes sober girls act as though they were drunk.  This first single from the album Free Wired references Three 6 Mafia’s “Sippin’ On Some Syrup” in its chorus, where Dev notes that we’re “popping bottles in the ice like a blizzard” and “feeling so fly” in the title manner.  For 10 points, name this 2010 song produced by the Cataracts, a hit for Far East Movement whose title refers to a fictional souped-up Gulfstream jet.
ANSWER:  “Like A G6”

27.  One incident involving this person saw his car break down and temporarily strand Brendan McKendy in Paw Paw, Michigan.  Jordan Palmer predicted that this person would trust Chris Ray to broker a truce at 2013 ICT due to his (*) physical resemblance to Ray. A team at Ottawa Hybrid named the “children of” this person featured “L’il Momo” and included Westmount High School graduate Natassia Lei. This person mistakenly believed that a positive reception was given to a packet he wrote for VETO 2013 that included answer lines like “abandoned fishing villages in Newfoundland” and “interstellar ethanol.”  For 10 points, name this Canadian quizbowler and MacMaster’s former token ginger.
ANSWER:  Jay Misuk

28.  One song ostensibly about and associated with performing this action notes that “everything changes but beauty remains/something so tender I can’t explain.”  A Weird Al parody of a song associated with this action includes strange-ass assertions like “I like to feel the warm spot on your chair” and “I saved the gum that you threw in the garbage.”.  That song, “Do I (*) Creep You Out,” parodies a song by a man who performed this action thanks to the help of the “soul patrol.”  The most recent song associated with this action is “I Am Beautiful” by Candice Glover.  The initially mentioned song associated with this action notes that “some people search forever for that one special kiss” and was also recorded by Justin Guarini.  For 10 points, name this action associated with “A Moment Like This,” a song popularized by Kelly Clarkson following her triumph on a certain FOX reality show.
ANSWER:  winning American Idol [accept equivalents]

29.  This condition notably affected Survivor: Amazon contestant Christy Smith and a celebrity with this condition finished second behind John Rich on the fourth installment of Celebrity Apprentice.  That celebrity with this condition played assisted-suicide supporter Amy Solwey on two episodes of Law And Order: SVU and currently appears on an ABC Spark show where she plays the mother of (*) Emmett Bledsoe, who is also affected by this condition.  A show centered on a person with this condition had Jessica Andrews’ “Who I Am” as an opening theme and revolves around a character played by Deanne Bray who, though not blind, uses a Golden Retriever named Levi to assist with this condition in her work with the FBI.  Also affecting the American Gladiator Siren, name, for 10 points, this condition affecting Switched At Birth actress Marlee Matlin and the title character of the PAX show Sue Thomas: FBEye.
ANSWER:  deafness [or equivalents]

30.   This character is lauded after stating that his sole purpose in the army is to do whatever his drill sergeant asks him to do.  This character prays for his future wife to be turned into a bird while the two hide in a cornfield, and a later scene has this character note that he drank “about 15 (*) Dr. Peppers” while meeting John F. Kennedy with the All-American Football team.  This citizen of Greenbow, Alabama inspires the smiley face t-shirt design while on a run across America and becomes rich after investing in Apple computers using money he makes from a shrimping company he starts in honour of his army buddy Bubba Blue.  Named for the founder of the KKK, identify, for 10 points, this Tom Hanks-played simpleton famous for his aphorisms such as one that relates life to a box of chocolates.
ANSWER:  Forrest Gump [accept either]

31.  This song’s singer separately wears cat ears and heart-shaped sunglasses in its music video and ends that video by jumping into a pool as the music stops.  The singer advocates eating “breakfast at midnight” during the central event in this song and hangs out at a place with “too many (*) cool kids,” one of whom asks who the singer is anyways.  This song’s singer wears a shirt reading “not a lot going on at the moment” in this song’s video, contrary to the claim that she is “happy, free, confused and lonely at the same time.”  This song’s chorus notes that “you don’t know about me, but I’ll bet you want to” and that “everything will be alright if we just keep on dancing” in the title state.  For 10 points, name this song where Taylor Swift states that “I don’t know about you, but I’m feeling” the title age.
ANSWER:  “22”

32.  The Wii version of this game features Donkey Kong as a secret character in its Last Stand mode.  One character in this game uses the “Dreamland Express” technique while another performs a teleportation attack after making the jewel in his turban glow.  Those characters in this game are Mr. Sandman and The (*) Great Tiger.  Earning stars in this game allows the player to perform special uppercuts and Mario makes a cameo in this game as a referee.  One sequence in this game features the player running down a street in New York city while Doc Louis, his coach, rides a bicycle in front of him.  For 10 points, name this game where Little Mac attempts to become a world boxing champion whose NES version was branded with Mike Tyson’s name.
ANSWER:  Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out!!

33.  “Operation: Actual Operation” is one strategy devised for doing this activity during which one character states that she has a rash due to a bean allergy.  While performing this activity, one character opens a saloon and later defeats “The Black Rider” by faking a (*) heart attack.  One group attempts to rewire a library sprinkler system to win one instance of this activity.  That instance of this activity is won by a man who disguises himself as a storm trooper and claims a $100,000 prize.  The first winner at this activity gives up the prize of priority registration so that Shirley can spend more time with her kids.  For 10 points, name this activity that was devised by Dean Spreck on an episode of Community to get Greendale’s students to cover their campus in paint.
ANSWER:  paintball

34.  This band, whose members previously performed as Dear Eskimo, sang a song that at one point describes a boy who “gave me a piano with all 88 keys.”  Another song by this band mentions that “everybody wants somebody to hate” before noting that “this time baby you can” perform the title action.  This band behind “Hands” and “Hang It Up” repeatedly strummed a (*) D chord on a guitar for a song whose chorus describes “all the girls and the boys and the strings” before repeating “and the drums the drums the drums.”  A recent Joe Fresh commercial used a song by this band in which vocalist Katie White notes that “they call me hell, they call me Stacey, they call me her, they call me Jane” before repeating “that’s not my name.”  For 10 points, name this repetitively-named English synthpop band whose biggest hit was 2008s “Shut Up And Let Me Go.”
ANSWER:  The Ting Tings

35.  In 2006, this man confirmed a claim that the author of the autobiography White Lies once made this man cry.  That author hosted two seasons of a show originally hosted by this man and is Marco White.  In 2013, Amy Bouzaglo had a Facebook account hacked after appearing on a show hosted by this man.  This man condemned Bouzaglo on that show for doing things like (*) stealing tips and Bouzaglo eventually dismissed this man at the end of that episode.  James Lukanik replaced Jean-Pierre Susilovic for several seasons on one show where this man recently awarded a grand prize of a job at his namesake establishment in Caesar’s Palace.  This man is a judge alongside Joe Bastianich and Graham Elliot on a show whose first season awarded Whitney Miller $250,000 and a cookbook publishing deal.  For 10 points, name this Brit known for his profanity-laced tirades, a judge on Masterchef America and the host of Hell’s Kitchen.
ANSWER:  Gordon Ramsay 

36.  Youtube user flipboit4midles mashed up this song with Kanye West’s “Brand New” after a video of West mixing this song in a studio with Amber Rose sparked rumours that it would be sampled on My Beautiful Dark Twisted Fantasy.  This song is sampled on the second American single from MIKA’s The Origin Of Love in which he tells a bully to “ (*) catch up ‘cause you got an awful long way to go.”  The singer of this song promises that “I’ll teach you the proper poise when you talk to boys” to a character who mentions that her mother ate milk flowers after she was born with green skin.  For 10 points, name this song from Wicked where Galinda claims that she will give Elphaba the title charismatic attribute.
ANSWER:  “Popular” [accept “Brand New” early, but yeah right]

37.  On this show’s Christmas special, two characters reunite Pike River shut-in Will Vernon with his family.  This show’s protagonist spends one summer involved with an event called the “Ring of Fire.”  One young character on this show gets involved with a bad boy nicknamed “Badger,” (*) while Michelle Morgan plays the protagonist’s sister whose marriage to a businessman she met online causes her to temporarily move to Dubai.  One subplot in this show involves a waitress at Maggie’s Diner and her trailer park life with her husband Caleb.  The protagonist of this show gets engaged to a man who studies to be a vet at the University of Calgary; that protagonist is renowned for her ability to “whisper” to the animals at the family-owned title location.  For 10 points, name this CBC drama starring Amber Marshall as Amy Fleming, whose grandfather Jack operates the title horse rehabilitation ranch.
ANSWER:  Heartland

38.  This person was described as a “cost cowboy and rollback viceroy” in a Jenny James song subtitled “The World Will Remember.”  In a 2011 incident, this person made a 911 call and claimed that his daughter was frightened after Mary Walsh attempted a surprise interview of this person.  A Reddit meme involving this person portrayed him as a (*) dancer in The Nutcracker, a Rockette, and King Leonidas and consisted of photoshopping a picture that depicts this person kicking a football.  Women’s Post CEO Sarah Thomson accused this man of grabbing her ass during a function at the Arcadian Court in March 2013.  Gawker editor John Cook raised $200,000 in 2013 to buy an alleged video of, for 10 points, which Toronto politician smoking crack?
ANSWER:  Rob Ford

39.  One character in this movie makes a joke about a man with an empty swimming pool that he uses when he doesn’t feel like swimming.  An LA accountant in this movie pronounces America as “Am’rica,” which is perhaps a pun on the city in which the first half of this movie is set.  That character in this movie has the catchphrase “no life without (*) wife” and, though he attempts to court the protagonist, ends up with her best friend Chandra.  This movie’s protagonist meets her love interest while he is on a trip to purchase a hotel in Goa, and that protagonist’s sister Jaya marries Balraj, who the protagonist describes with the line “any single guy with big bucks must be shopping for a wife.”  Lalita Bakshi, played by Aishwarya Rai, rejects Johnny Wickham for William Darcy in, for 10 points, which 2004 film based on a Jane Austen novel?
ANSWER:  Bride And Prejudice

40.  Andy Dick’s character on Newsradio originally went to school to become a person with this occupation.  A character with this occupation marries Barbara Jean after divorcing the title character on the Reba McIntyre comedy Reba.  On an episode of Seinfeld, Jerry describes these people as (*) “sadists with newer magazines” in an episode where he believes that one of these people, the Bryan Cranston-played Tim Whatley, converted to Judaism so he could make jokes about Jews.  In Glee, the characters imagine themselves singing Britney Spears songs while visiting one of these people that later dates Emma; that character is the John Stamos-played Carl.  For 10 points, name these people, two of whom are the parents of Hermione Granger in Harry Potter.
ANSWER:  dentists [if someone says “doctor,” you may chortle condescendingly before negging them]

